Players Pipe Piper

Penn Players Present Musical, 'Pie-Eyed Piper,' Tonight in HH

VoL LXVIII

present the "Pie-Eyed Piper," a musical based on the story of "The Pied Piper of Hamelin," tonight and Friday night at 8:15 in Houston Hall Auditorium.

Haines Will Run 100 YD Dash at Los Angeles

World Mark of 9.3 Is Goal of Top Stars; Rod Richardson Invited

Pennsylvania sprinter John Haines has announced an invitation extended yesterday to run the 100 yard dash in the Coliseum Relays in Los Angeles, May 29. Haines is the first Pennsylvanian to be invited to one of the West's major collegiate track meets.

After four weeks of rehearsals, the Pennsylvania Players will present the "Pie-Eyed Piper," a musical based on the story of "The Pied Piper of Hamelin," tonight and Friday night at 8:15 in Houston Hall Auditorium.

Struthers-Lorden Team

J. Phillip Struthers, winner of the 100 yard dash and by lines, and Ronald D. Lorden, Jr., winner of the high jump, were the two who placed best in the meet. They each set new season's best times.

Company of Thirty

Paying leads in the show which has a company of thirty are Anna Marie McChesney, a mezzo; William E. Paer, baritone of Hamlin; Eugene B. Hajjar, baritone; Alexander Michael, bass-baritone; Thomas Momma, tenor; and H. John Henry, tenor. The cast is completed by the following: L. Kurz, Alicia; Mary Ann Killinger, Miss; Richard M. Stav, bass-baritone and Arlene Newbauer. Bridget Golliday, who sang a song narrating the first scene of the second act.

Queen Contest Blanks Available at Houston Hall

Applications to enter the Ivy Queen Contest may now be obtained at the Houston Hall Information desk or through a fraternity social chairman. Applications for queens and arrangements for booths must be made by Wednesday, May 18. Queen applications must be accompanied by a photograph no smaller than 4 x 6 to Thomas Donahue at the Phi Sigma Kappa fraternity. Cyrus Kliotny, in charge of booths, may be contacted at KF 6-5880. Setups are included in the price of booths. The Queen Contest will be held Friday, May 30, at the Phi Sigma Kappa House.

Student Scholarships Available; Application Deadline May 31

A limited number of scholarships for upperclass students are available. Applications are invited, according to Douglas B. Dickson, director of scholarships and staff aid. Applications for these scholarships must be received until May 31 at the Office of Scholarships and Student Aid in Logan Hall.

The purpose of the assistance, Dickson said, is to allow those students who couldn't otherwise continue their studies at the University, Dickson explained.

There are three types of assistance available: (1) Decaying Payment or Loan Scholarships, and (2) Re enforcement Scholarships.

Of these are regular cowed and University scholars. The regular graduated Payment or Loan Scholarships may be used to meet students' needs to balance their scholarship income with their University expenses. Those students with the University in repays, on the other hand, may not be in balance in accordance with their financial need. Those students with the University in repays, on the other hand, may not be in balance in accordance with their financial need.

The Undergraduate Research Scholarships are a recent development and provide an opportunity to those students in the University in repays, on the other hand, may not be in balance in accordance with their financial need.

Harnwells Honor Faculty Guest At Houston Reception Yesterday

 Sammy Davis Jr., Wows Jammed McAlpine Alley

Sammie Davis Jr., provided a singing clinic to the two-night audience by stating "Hey There" accompanied by an orchestra, and the song was a huge hit.

With Hit Songs at Tri-Delt Carnival's Last Night
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Close Up

"Glass Slipper" Seen Fragile;
"Henriette" As Robert Comedy

by Link & Levinson

When Hollywood finds a successful formula it often tries to squeeze blood from a stone at the boxoffice. Witness the "Bambi" saga, the "Ma and Pa Kettle" ops and the "Abbott and Costello Meet" series. Now, however, Lassie has run out of ones and Frankensteen, apparently, has finally dried up.

The sequel charge has been dormant for a while, but recently it is moving. A year or so ago MGM came out with "Little Fox" in a story of a ranch dude that played in Art houses and seemingly took care of the stables.

"Lilt" was a superb motion picture, and now it is back at Metro to duplicate their success. They told Charles Winninger that they wanted a script and script writer, to team up for a new story, and Lillian Hellman, a veteran of the same stable, was sent out to write a new short story. This one was rejected by the Censor. Sacre Bleu! What scientist would ever trust any one of these. They must pen another screenplay.

Two Conceptions Revealed

The rest of the film hangs on this single ingenious premise. Both writers visualize the appeal of their moments and the result is an ingeniously carved out of the concrete images of "Miss Butterworth" and "Daughter of Daughters".

One of the two gentlemen is an extremely sensitive, emasculated type. He is a humanitarian, a sensitive type. He is an humanitarian, a sensitive type. He is an humanitarian, a sensitive type. He is an humanitarian, a sensitive type. He is an humanitarian, a sensitive type. He is an humanitarian, a sensitive type. He is an humanitarian, a sensitive type.

Immediately we are taken into the lair of two French scenarios who are interlocking the fact that they are not rejected by the Censor. Sacre Bleu! What is it? There is only one solution: they must pen another screenplay.
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Center Hall Auditorium to host the meeting of the most competitive track team in the world. It is here that the Quaker track coach plans to use the educated and education-seeking members of our community with the opportunity to listen to the wise and witty words of the University.

The attendance at the day was only further proof of what has already been, that there is a need for what the Franklin Lecture Series once gave the educational world. The attendance is commendable, the opportunity to represent and individuals of the of representation among the officers of their class.

Dr. Commager's Talk

If any further evidence were needed of the interest of the student body in hearing talks by the greatest men of the scholarly world it was supplied last night by the crowd which filled the Houston Hall Auditorium to listen to the lecture of Henry Steele Commager.

And although the financial difficulties of the University may be given as the reason for the lack of such offerings, it should be pointed out that this, like so many other areas, is one we can ill afford neglect.

We do not pass over lightly the excellent Response of the Franklin Lecture Series to the School Forum, but we do feel that there is much more that any individual can do to further the cause of education...
West Chester Tops Quaker Nine, 7-2

A superb four-hit pitching performance by John Edelman gave the West Chester Colonels the Cardinals College baseball squad a 7-2 victory over Pennsylvania at Murphy Field yesterday afternoon.

Winning his sixth straight contest of the year, Edelman walked only one and struck out three. All told, six men reached the bases for the score. Forty-three minutes of pitching left 24 batters faced and put only one in the net.

Joe Bartlett, Barlow pitcher, put more than one walk, but they sank six, which was good enough for a win. The Penn totals show a glaring difference, however, as the Quakers took 34 shots and could put only two in the net.

The Quakers opened the scoring early in the first quarter. Bob Voase was on the receiving end of a pass from Phil Hummer, and his first in the first half, Swarthmore then tied the game before the end of the period.

Hummer, on a pass from Ken Barley, concluded the Penn offense with a second-period goal. The Quakers had a 2-1 halftime lead, but Swarthmore scored five times in the second half to sew up the game.

This was the first win in the Intramural league for the Colonels. The teams get more power from the sixth. It was the first time a Penn golfer has won the first six holes after taking two fast strikes, and a superb four-hit pitching performance by John Edelman gave Penn Linksman Blank LaSalle; Adams Excels

The Pennsylvania golf team shut out LaSalle, 6-0, at the Gulp Mills Golf Course yesterday.

By winning, the Quakers took their fourth consecutive match and brought their season’s record to eight wins and two losses.

Adams Sets Record

Eight hours later, Chuck Adams, playing in the No. 8 slot, set a new Penn record when he defeated LaSalle’s Bob Brady, 10 and 8. It was the first time that a Penn golfer has won the first 10 consecutive holes in match play.

Captain Cloak Yarnall, Al McQuiston, and Adams had the low score of the day as they each posted a three-over-par for 18 holes. Yarnall defeated LaSalle’s Roy Draper, 7 and 6; McQuiston won hit matches, 7 and 6; and Adams, against Tom Higgin.

Four Wins Match

Frank Leach, George Prattchetti, and Bob Rainey rounded out the scoring for Penn, each winning his individual matches.

Six members of the Quaker varsity will travel to New Haven this afternoon to compete in the Intercollegiates.

Penn’s four golfers won the 18-hole match by 70-70 and the 36-hole match by 127-146.

The Quakers now have a record of three wins and two losses.

Frosh Tennis Team Bows

To Hill School at Pottstown

Pennsylvania’s freshman tennis team added to its second-string loss of the season, yesterday, when it bowed to Hill School at Pottstown.

Pens’ four golfers won the 18-hole match by 70-70 and the 36-hole match by 127-146.

The Quakers now have a record of three wins and two losses.
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U.S. Nationalism Discussed By Noted Visiting Historian (Continued From Page 9)

nationalism, did not operate in its usual manner was a third ex-
plained offered by Commager. Why?

romanticism usually emphasized the heritage of the country.

in America had no heritage, and therefore nationalism did not

the people could only look to the

since America had no heritage, national romanistic w-er prevalent.

its nationalistic future. With this situation, a

nation and its nationalistic future, and therefore nationalism did not

reasons Commager claimed con-

exploration offered by Commager.

usual manner was a third ex-

nationalism, did not operate in its usual manner was a third ex-

for the discouraging of

as well as the nationalistic future.

eralism was prevalent.

its people could only look to the

future. With this situation, a

exploration offered by Commager.'